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Kia ora festival directors,
This is the first Author Showcase produced by the Academy of New Zealand
Literature (ANZL).
We are writers from Aotearoa New Zealand, mid-career and senior practitioners
who write fiction, poetry and creative nonfiction. Our list of Fellows and Members
includes New Zealand’s most acclaimed contemporary writers, including Maurice
Gee, Keri Hulme, Lloyd Jones, Eleanor Catton, Witi Ihimaera, C.K. Stead and Albert
Wendt.
This showcase presents 15 writers who are available to appear at literary festivals
around the world in 2017. In this e-book you’ll find pages for each writer with
a bio, a short blurb about their latest books, information on their interests and
availability, and links to online interviews and performances.
Each writer’s page lists an email address so you can contact them directly, but
please feel free to contact me directly if you have questions. These writers are
well-known to New Zealand’s festival directors, including Anne O’Brien of the
Auckland Writers Festival and Rachael King of Word Christchurch. Please note
that New Zealand writers can apply for local funding for travel to festivals and
other related events.
We plan to publish an updated Author Showcase later this year. Any feedback on
this first venture is very much appreciated.
Nga mihi,
Paula Morris
www.anzliterature.com/member/paula-morris/
Contact: p.morris@auckland.ac.nz
www.paula-morris.com

Catherine Chidgey
Catherine’s first three novels achieved international acclaim. She is a
multi-award winner, including Best First Book at the New Zealand Book
Awards, the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize, the UK Betty Trask Award,
winner of the prestigious BNZ Katherine Mansfield Short Story Award
(2013) and recipient of the inaugural Prize in Modern Letters. In addition,
she was runner-up for the Deutz Medal and in 2003 was named best
New Zealand novelist under forty by a 2003 NZ Listener panel. She has
been awarded multiple residencies and fellowships, and been Writer-inResidence at the universities of Canterbury, Otago and Waikato.
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Experience and Interests
Fluent in German, Catherine holds degrees in German literature, psychology and creative writing.
She teaches creative writing at University.
Availability/Restrictions
TBA
Links
ANZL bio page
Victoria University Press author page
Sunday Star Times Interview and article (November 2016)
NZ Listener review of The Wish Child (November 2016)
Contact
victoria-press@vuw.ac.nz
catherine@catherinechidgey.com
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RECENT WORK: The Wish Child (Novel)
PUBLISHER: Victoria University Press
DOP: November 2016
At the heart of Catherine Chidgey’s new novel is an enigmatic voice
that tells the story of German families caught up in a nation’s dream.
It’s 1939. Two children watch as their parents become immersed in the
puzzling mechanisms of power. Sieglinde lives in the affluent ignorance
of middle-class Berlin, her father a censor who cuts prohibited words
such as love and mercy of books. Erich is an only son living a rural life
near Leipzig, tending beehives, aware that he is shadowed by strange,
unanswered questions. Drawn together as Germany’s hope for a
glorious future begins to collapse, the children find temporary refuge
in an abandoned theatre amidst the rubble of Berlin. Outside, white
bedsheets hang from windows; all over the city people are talking
of surrender. The days Sieglinde and Erich spend together will shape
the rest of their lives. The Wish Child is a profound meditation on the
wreckage caused by a corrupt ideology, on the resilience of the human
spirit, and on crimes that cannot be undone.
I am the wish child, the future cast in water. I am the thrown coin, the blown
candle; I am the fallen star.

‘[Chidgey is] one of our “must read” novelists … [This] is a book difficult to put down and deserving of more
than one reading.’
Otago Daily Times on The Wish Child (2016)
‘Chidgey is an assiduous researcher … her mini-lectures on topics from Señor Rat the Cuban tooth fairy to
tobacco cultivation make for an enjoyable historical ride … [and] her confident, commanding prose and vivid
atmospherics hold the attention.’
The Guardian on The Transformation (2005)
‘Magnanimous and merciless, a work reminiscent at times of darkest Atwood.’
The Times Literary Supplement on Golden Deeds (2000)
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Charlotte Grimshaw
Charlotte is an award-winning New Zealand writer of novels and short
stories. Her short story collection Opportunity won New Zealand’s
premier award for fiction, the Montana medal; she is a past winner of the
Katherine Mansfield award, and has
twice been shortlisted for the Frank O’Connor International Prize.
Two of her novels, The Night Book and Soon, which follow the fortunes
of a New Zealand Prime Minister and his circle, are currently being
developed for television. Charlotte holds degrees in law and arts from
the University of Auckland, and is a qualified lawyer who has participated
in criminal trials, including murder trials. She writes regularly for the New
Zealand Listener and the Spinoff website. She is a literary advisor for
the Sargeson Trust, has been a judge of New Zealand’s premier short
story competitions, and participates in teaching creative writing to young
people for the Michael King Writers’ Centre in Auckland.

Experience and Interests
Charlotte’s last festival appearance was the Auckland festival; previously she has appeared at Wellington
(2011) Cork, Sydney, Vancouver, Toronto, Calgary and Banff, and Charleston UK.
Her areas of interest include the writing of literary fiction (she is a regular and award-winning fiction
reviewer) politics, and crime and justice.
Availability/Restrictions
All year, no restrictions.
Links
ANZL bio page
Charlotte’s website
Youtube: Charlotte reading from Soon
Metro review of Starlight Peninsula www.noted.co.nz/culture/books/starlight-peninsula-review/
Contact
information@penguinrandomhouse.co.nz
charlotte@charlottegrimshawauthor.com
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RECENT WORK: Working Title - MAZARINE (Novel)
PUBLISHER: Penguin Random House New Zealand
DOP: Mid 2017
The next installment of her series, this novel is set in Auckland, London
and Paris. The new novel, not so much a sequel as an ingenious new
twist, is a psychological literary thriller, an examination of the divided
self in a divided world, and a meditation on the psychology of writing
fiction.

Previous titles Starlight Peninsula (2015) and Soon (2012)

‘Starlight Peninsula is at its best when it makes its reader uneasy; it is discomforting, often challenging and always
brilliant.’
The New Zealand Listener (2016)
‘Grimshaw’s writing never stands still. The narrative belts along, pausing just long enough for characters to tie
themselves into another bunch of knots. She has a wickedly accurate ear for the banalities of dialogue and
the jargon of power plays …The force, the clarity, the relentless peeling away of pretensions, and the utter
authenticity of geographical/social/moral settings keep it engrossing and convincing.’
The New Zealand Herald on Soon (2012)
‘She is a master of mystery, very contemporary and astute. Her language is relaxed, spare and perfect.’
The Guardian on Singularity (2009)
“One of the most gripping books of short stories I’ve ever read... Grimshaw’s imagination and vision is
astonishing. Her prose is spare and amazingly expressive … a book to read compulsively and re-read for its
subtlety, penetration and sheer brilliance.”
Writer’s Radio, Radio Adelaide on Opportunity (2007)
‘Some pages are so breathtakingly exquisitely good that you really feel like you’re bearing witness to a virtuoso
talent flexing her muscles.’
The Good Book Guide UK on Guilt (2000)
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Jeffrey Paparoa Holman
Jeffrey is a Christchurch poet and writer of non-fiction. He has worked
as a sheep-shearer, postman, psychiatric social worker and bookseller.
He was the 2011 Waikato University Writer-in-Residence and in the
same year shortlisted for the Ernest-Scott History prize, Australia.
His collection of poetry, SHAKEN DOWN 6.3: Poems from the Second
Christchurch Earthquake, was published by Canterbury UP in 2012. That
same year he was awarded the Creative New Zealand University of
Iowa Residency. There he wrote The Lost Pilot: A Memoir (Penguin New
Zealand, 2013). In 2014, Jeffrey travelled to Berlin on a Goethe-Institute
scholarship, pursuing research for his latest project, a family history
based on links with his German relations. He is currently senior adjunct
fellow in the School of Humanities and Creative Arts at the University of
Canterbury.

Experience and Interests
Jeffrey can discuss music and popular culture; the songs of Bob Dylan and Leonard Cohen, poetry of
witness (social and political); PTSD (earthquakes, war service personnel’s families); alcohol and drug
addiction, “The Thirsty Muse”); domestic violence; Māori and Pākehā; Japan and the kamikaze; Germany
in history and today; flight, avian and human. Jeffrey has recently appeared at the Going West Festival,
Titirangi, Auckland and Word Festival, Christchurch.
Availability/Restrictions
Most of 2017, except June in Europe, August in Cook Islands. No restrictions.
Links
ANZL Bio page
Radio NZ interview (2013)
Youtube Reading from Blood Ties (Sept, 2016)
Youtube Reading (Sept, 2016)
Contact
universitypress@canterbury.ac.nz
jeffrey.holman@canterbury.ac.nz
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RECENT WORK: Blood Ties: New and Selected Poems

1963-2016 (Poetry Collection)

PUBLISHER: Canterbury University Press, New Zealand
DOP: February 2017
Woven from the sharp and tensile strands of memory, many of the
poems in this collection return to the primal pains of neglect and damage
in childhood. Emotional memory is anchored in the specific detail of an
era – the selection is laced with dreams of flight and memories of West
Coast town rituals, places and people – and fans out to draw on local and
international history, exploring with wit, anger, imagination and grief the
ways in which Aotearoa still carries the wounds of colonisation and class.

RECENT WORK: Dylan Junkie (Poetry Collection)
PUBLISHER: Mākaro Press, New Zealand
DOP: April 2017
From the moment in mid 1965 when the urgent, cheeky, street-smart
rap of ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ burst out of the family radio, Bob
Dylan’s voice has been embedded in the soundtrack of Jeffrey Paparoa
Holman’s life. Through thick and thin, elation and desolation, he has
followed the American Shakespeare as far as Dylan’s old Iron Range
home, a thousand-mile pilgrimage in 2012 from Iowa City to Hibbing,
Minnesota. The poems of Dylan Junkie grasp at the Robert Zimmerman
that changed us, enraged us, blessed and mystified us right until Dylan
was awarded, and grudgingly accepted, the Nobel Prize for literature.
A collection that growls with a familiar voice while joyfully singing its own.

‘[Holman] adds spiritual illumination to a largely hidden subject … best of all, he asks questions, and expects us
to continue the conversation into the next generation.’
Landfall Review on The Lost Pilot: A Memoir (2013)
‘From hard, wounded men … to a softened, bicultural masculinity…Holman bends the New Zealand tradition
in new and interesting ways.’
Christchurch Press (2002)
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David Howard
David Howard is a poet and founding editor of the long-standing literary
magazine Takahé. He has also worked as a pyrotechnic and special effects
supervisor for acts like Metallica and Janet Jackson. David’s many awards
and residencies include the University of South Pacific Poetry Prize
(2011), Robert Burns Fellowship at Otago University (2013), Otago
Wallace Residency (2014), UNESCO Residency in Prague (2016), and
the Ursula Bethell Residency at Canterbury University (2016).
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Experience and Interests
David can discuss working with Metallica, Janet Jackson, and the All Blacks; how this modified his
appreciation of audience and encouraged him to refine his craft so that it spoke to readers who
preferred more contemplative states of being. As a co-founder of the literary magazine ‘Takahé’, David
can speak of the challenges of managing and editing. In addition, he has worked extensively with the
disability sector in programming public art events that showcase the skills of people who see, hear, and
feel things differently.
David is comfortable discussing and reading his work and has performed at the International Poetry
Festival in Granada, Nicaragua (2009), Goronovo Proljece 53, Croatia (2016), and at Prague and
Strakonice in the Czech Republic (2016).
Availability/Restrictions
July 2017 – Writers’ House Residency at Pazin, Croatia; therefore June/August optimum months for
European festivals. He is otherwise open to travelling anywhere at anytime.
Links
ANZL bio page
Audio: Reading of ‘Yonder’ and written interview (2016)
Richard Reeve interviewing David Howard www.otago.ac.nz/deepsouth/2002_01/howard.html
Contact
university.press@otago.ac.nz
davidhoward@xtra.co.nz
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RECENT WORK: The Ones Who Keep Quiet

(Poetry Collection)

PUBLISHER: Otago University Press, New Zealand
DOP: July 2017
The ones who keep quiet for the longest are the dead, yet there are
echoes of them everywhere. A turn of the head brings a glimpse of a
Victorian banker retrieving his hat from the gutter. A walk across a bridge
lets you pass the ghosts of a Catholic saint, a Marxist martyr, and a boy
with a tin drum. The ones who keep quiet are there to be heard; they
are also listening to you.

Cover Art: Stephen Ellis, ‘The Anchor Drags’ (2014) – Collection of the James

‘[Howard] remains consistently one of our finest living lyric poets and each of these astonishing poems is
clear and memorable. They are achingly wonderful poems on the quest for the numinous, celebrating love and
coming to terms with grief, and the mysterious that is always just beyond our reach.’
Poetry New Zealand 45 on The Incomplete Poems (2012)
‘David Howard is our finest poet … His poetry is muscular and burnished when so much else is limp and
etiolated.’
Landfall Review (2013)
‘[Howard’s] intellectual rigor … have a kind of contemporary lyricism, that is, a lyricism that avoids excess but
yet exudes tenderness and desire even as it questions their endurance, even their power.’
The Denver Quarterly (USA) on Shebang: Collected Poems 1980 – 2000 (2000)
‘Howard’s greatest lyrical power is in apprehending the elusive. His is a poetry of the vanishing, of the shifting
elsewhere, of loss lurking within the moment … the cerebral blends with the visceral with a brilliant lightness of
touch.’
The New Zealand Listener (2000)
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Witi Ihimaera
Witi Ihimaera is one of New Zealand’s most prolific and accomplished
authors. Pioneering Māori novelist and short story writer, Witi is
three-time winner of the Wattie/Montana Book of the Year award, and
Katherine Mansfield fellow and playwright. His first novel, Tangi, won the
Wattie Book of the Year Award in 1974, a feat he repeated with The
Matriarch1986. His celebrated novel Bulibasha, King of the Gypsies, now
adapted as the film Mahana, won the Montana Book of the Year award
in 1995. Witi’s other novels and short story collections include The Whale
Rider (also adapted as an internationally successful film); Dream Swimmer
(sequel to the award-winning The Matriarch); Pounamu, Pounamu and
Nights in The Gardens of Spain. In 2015 he published the first volume of
his autobiography, Māori Boy.
Photo credit: Maja Mortiz

Experience and Interests
Witi has appeared in numerous international festivals. He tutored writing at the University of Auckland.
He can discuss his work, the politics of Māori literature, New Zealand and Pacific literature, Māori and
world indigenous literature and Māori literature and film, using his own work as platforms for discussion.
In 2017 this will include the anthology Black Marks on the White Page co-edited with Tina Makereti, the
novel Sleeps Standing about the Battle of Orakau and Native Son, the second volume of his memoir.
Availability/Restrictions
Available, no restrictions
Links
ANZL bio page
Youtube: Interview at York Festival (2013)
Youtube: Reading at Frankfurt festival (2012)
Audio: Radio NZ – Witi discusses his memoir Māori Boy (2015)
Contact
information@penguinrandomhouse.co.nz
w.ihimaera@auckland.ac.nz
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RECENT WORK: Someone’s Mana – editor

(photobook with poetry)
PUBLISHER: Hatje Cantz
DOP: November 2016

This year three men born in Turanganui-a-Kiwa (Gisborne) produced
this stunning book that contemplates the mystical and varied meanings
of mana in contemporary New Zealand.
Michael Krzanich, Haare Williams and Witi Ihimaera collaborate to
create visual and poetic content that reminds the reader of the deeply
spiritual nature of mana and its role in the life of whoever we are.
Adjacent to Michael’s photographs Haare William’s rich poetry is two
fold – once in Māori and once in English, each delivering something
strong and different.
Witi’s introduction and editorial guidance finalises the spiritual effect
of each poetry piece with imagery, and we are carried into thought on
where mana sits within each photograph.

RECENT WORK: Co-editor [with Tina Makereti] of Black

Marks on the White Page (Short Story Anthology)

PUBLISHER: Penguin Random House New Zealand
DOP: Mid 2017
Black Marks on the White Page is an anthology celebrating the most
vibrant, politically provocative and aesthetically exciting work by Māori and
Pasifika writers in the last decade. Like Maui, we have cast our net wide
and paddled our canoe far to discover new legends, but like our forbears
we also know which stars to follow to bring us home. For too long we
have all been thinking within boxes constructed by old theoretical maps.
It’s time to break out, join our imaginations and navigate by a single star
system. This anthology collects new and boundary-pushing work from the
Pacific and all over Aotearoa New Zealand, including short fiction from
Patricia Grace, Witi Ihimaera, Albert Wendt and other Commonwealth
Writers Pacific Regional Short Story and Book Award winners.

‘Ihimaera is both an insider and an outsider, in both Te Ao Maori and the Pakeha world, and with remarkable
skill he has used the form of a personal written memoir to give us a near-epic oral history.’
2016 New Zealand Ockham Book Awards Judging Panel on Mā ori Boy: A Memoir of Childhood (2015)
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Stephanie Johnson
Novelist, short story writer and poet, Stephanie has also successfully
written for stage, television and radio over a career that spans three
decades. Her diverse work is marked by its mixture of irony, intelligence
and compassion. She is a past winner of the Montana Book Award (for
The Shag Incident), her novel The Whistler won third prize in Montana
Book Awards (1999) and her novel Belief was short listed for the
Montana Book Awards (2001). She has been awarded the Katherine
Mansfield Fellowship in Menton, France (2000), been Literary Fellow
at the University of Auckland (2001) and was a recipient of the Bruce
Mason Memorial Playwright’s Award (1985). Several of her novels have
been long listed for the Impac Awards in Dublin. She is also winner
of the Dymocks/Quote Unquote Reader’s Poll, Best New Zealand
Book 1996 (for The Heart’s Wild Surf). Her novel Crimes of Neglect was
shortlisted for the Wattie Book Awards (1993). Recent novels have been
The Writing Class (2013) and The Writers’ Festival (2015).

Experience and Interests
Stephanie co-founded the highly successful Auckland Writers and Readers Festival in 1998. In addition,
she has been guest speaker at various festivals, both in New Zealand and internationally, taught a broad
range of writing classes and is involved in ongoing mentorship and manuscript assessments. In the last
four years she has appeared at the Auckland, Tauranga and Christchurch festivals.
Availability/Restrictions
All year, no restrictions other than duration of visit.
Links
ANZL bio page
Penguin Random House author page
Audio: Radio NZ interview discussing Good Dog! (2016)
Audio: Radio NZ interview discussing The Writers’ Festival (2015)
Contact
information@penguinrandomhouse.co.nz
steph.qualia@gmail.com
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RECENT WORK: Playing for Both Sides – Love Across the

Tasman (Memoir)

PUBLISHER: Bridget Williams Books
DOP: 15 August 2016
For novelist Stephanie Johnson, her relationship with Australia and
Australians has been an ambivalent one. She has lived in Australia
for periods in her life, and her first book, a collection of short stories,
was actually published there. In this BWB Text, Johnson explores her
elusive and ambivalent feelings about the sunburnt country – which
includes a musician’s road trip there with her singer-songwriter son
Skyscraper Stan – and in so doing casts fascinating light on some of the
formative influences that have shaped the work of this award-winning
New Zealand writer.

RECENT WORK: Good Dog! New Zealand Writers on Dogs

(Editor of Anthology)

PUBLISHER: Penguin Random House New Zealand
DOP: October 2016
From good dogs to bad, adored pets to hard-working sheep dogs, canine
companions have not only settled into New Zealand hearts but also
into their books. Author Stephanie Johnson – herself an owner of a long
line of mutts – has brought together an entertaining mix of writers and
writing. This collection includes both the old and new, and ranges over
poetry, short stories and non-fiction.

‘[Johnson] introduces the reader to other Kiwis who made the move, many never to return. However, she
also points out that while they physically resided in Australia, they regarded New Zealand as home. Johnson
explores race relations, migrants, women’s rights, artistic freedom and the weather …I can see some robust
discussion in a book group arising from this slim volume.’
Booksellers on Playing for Both Sides – Love across the Tasman (2016)
Along with Charlotte Grimshaw, Johnson is one of the best anatomisers of 21st-century Auckland … She’s also
a joyous advocate for writing and reading.’
The New Zealand Listener on The Writers Festival (2015)
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Sarah Laing
Sarah Laing is a fiction writer and graphic artist who writes, designs
and illustrates books. The author of a graphic memoir, two novels, and a
collection of short stories, she has also illustrated children’s books and
designed and edited an anthology of Aotearoa/New Zealand women’s
comics. Her literary career was launched after winning the Sunday Star
Times short story competition (2006). Her first short story collection
was published the following year to critical acclaim. In 2010 Sarah was
selected to be a fellow at the Sargeson Centre and began her popular
blog, Let Me Be Frank, chronicling her writing and parenting life in comics.
This led to regular columns in Metro and Little Treasures, a series of comic
books published by Pikitia Press, and her decision to make her 2013
novel The Fall of Light part prose, part illustration.

Experience and Interests
Sarah can discuss comics, graphic novels, memoir, fiction, short stories, Katherine Mansfield, Bloomsbury
Group, feminism, and disability/health. Sarah has attended festivals in Wellington (2014 and 2016) and
Christchurch (2013, 2014 and 2015).
Availability/Restrictions
All year, no restrictions other than duration of visit.
Links
ANZL bio page
Sarah’s website and blog
Audio: Radio New Zealand interview (Oct, 2016)
Contact
victoria-press@vuw.ac.nz
sarahelizabethlaing@gmail.com
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RECENT WORK: Mansfield and Me (Graphic Memoir)
PUBLISHER: Victoria University Press
DOP: October 2016
Katherine Mansfield is a literary giant in New Zealand – but she had
to leave the country to become one. She wrote, ‘Oh to be a writer,
a real writer.’ And a real writer she was, until she died at age 34 of
tuberculosis. The only writer Virginia Woolf was jealous of, Mansfield
hung out with the modernists, lost her brother in World War I, dabbled
in Alistair Crowley’s druggy occult gatherings and spent her last days in
a Fontainebleu commune with Olgivanna, Frank Lloyd Wright’s future
wife. She was as famous for her letters and diaries as for her short
stories. Sarah Laing wanted to be a real writer, too. A writer as famous
as Katherine Mansfield, but not as tortured. Mansfield and Me charts
her journey towards publication and parenthood against Mansfield’s
dramatic story, set in London, Paris, New York and New Zealand. Part
memoir, part biography, part fantasy, it examines how our lives connect
to those of our personal heroes.

‘In Mansfield and Me, Laing explores Mansfield’s life story in tandem with her own: the sexual experimentation,
the desire to live and write overseas, the health struggles, the steps towards publication. Sometimes poignant,
sometimes funny and fresh, sometimes a stretch, but always compelling and honest. (“I have the impulse to
disclose everything,” Laing admits, “and then regret it.”).’
The New Zealand Listener on Mansfield and Me (2016)
‘It is a beauty, both a lovely object and a compelling story of self discovery.’
Sunday Star Times on Mansfield and Me (2016)
‘Sarah Laing’s gorgeous, playful drawings and self-deprecating humour lightly mask a complex meditation on
writing, celebrity and the conscious construction of self. A very New Zealand coming-of-age story: brilliant,
funny, thoughtful and smart.’
Dylan Horrocks on Mansfield and Me (2016)
‘As with all of her writing, the conjuring of people and places is wonderful, and she is one of those wonderful
authors who makes the somewhat ordinary extraordinary (in this case, in the vein of suburban tragedy, a man
nearing middle age losing his job, with his wife having left him, taking their daughters with her) – which is one of
my favourite writerly talents.’
The Wireless on The Fall of Light (2013)
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Tina Makereti
Novelist, essayist and author of short stories, Tina was the 2009 recipient
of the Royal Society of New Zealand Manhire Prize for Creative
Science Writing (Non-fiction) and Pikihuia Award for Best Short Story
Written in English. Her story, Black Milk was recently shortlisted for the
Commonwealth Short Story Prize (2016). Her first novel, Where the
Rē kohu Bone Sings (2014) was longlisted for the Dublin Literary Award
and won the Ngā Kupu Ora Aotearoa Māori Book Award for Fiction
(2014), also won by her short story collection, Once Upon a Time in
Aotearoa (2011). She has been writer in residence at Randell Cottage,
Wellington, and the Weltkulturen Museum, Frankfurt. She is also a
teacher and curator, convening the Māori and Pasifika Creative Writing
Workshop at Victoria University. Tina is of Ngāti Tūwharetoa, Te Ati Awa,
Ngāti Rangatahi, Pākehā and, according to family stories, Moriori descent.

Experience and Interests
Tina can discuss short and long fiction, creative non-fiction, Māori and Pacific literatures/cultures (also in
the context of postcolonial and world literatures), New Zealand Writing, indigenous cultures/literatures,
mixed ethnicities/origins, Museums, mythology, cultural anthropology and writing. She can also discuss her
new novel, The Imaginary Lives of James Pā neke, set in 1840s London, as well as Black Marks.
Availability/Restrictions
Case by case basis.
Links
ANZL bio page
Tina’s website
Youtube: Frankfurt Panel ‘Maori Realities’ (2012)
Youtube: Interview at Frankfurt 2012
Youtube: Frankfurt Panel Discussion (2012)
Contact
information@penguinrandomhouse.co.nz
tina.makereti@gmail.com
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RECENT WORK: Co-editor [with Witi Ihimaera] of Black

Marks on the White Page (Short Story Anthology)

PUBLISHER: Penguin Random House New Zealand
DOP: Mid 2017
Black Marks on the White Page is an anthology celebrating the most
vibrant, politically provocative and aesthetically exciting work by Māori
and Pasifika writers in the last decade. Like Maui, we have cast our
net wide and paddled our canoe far to discover new legends, but like
our forbears we also know which stars to follow to bring us home.
For too long we have all been thinking within boxes constructed by
old theoretical maps. It’s time to break out, join our imaginations and
navigate by a single star system. Thus we recognise the Pacific Highway
as our continent. This anthology collects new and boundary-pushing
work from the Pacific and all over Aotearoa New Zealand, including
short fiction from Patricia Grace, Witi Ihimaera, Albert Wendt, Dewe
Gorode, Paula Morris, Tina Makereti, Nic Low, Courtney Sina Meredith,
Gina Cole, and Mary Rokonadravu. Black Marks on the White Page
includes Commonwealth Writers Pacific Regional Short Story and Book
Award winners.

‘Black Milk stood out from the pack as an incredibly strange and powerful tale of a culture – at least one phase
of that culture – in its twilight.’
Patrick Holland, 2016 Commonwealth Short Story Pacific Regional Prize Judge
‘A thoughtful tracing of the complexity of being Moriori, Maori and Pakeha and of finding a place of belonging
between cultures. That it does all this while also telling a compelling story is impressive indeed.’
The New Zealand Listener on Where the Rekohu Bone Sings (2014)
‘Every now and then you find a book that satisfies on so many levels. It begins with the sentence – the way
each is crafted with such finesse … the structure the holds the work together beautifully … along with the
characters that gain such flesh and blood you become part of their world and it is a wrench to leave them.
Finally there is the way a fictional work can strike you so profoundly, it enters and shakes both heart and
intellect. Tina’s book has done all of this.’
New Zealand Poetry Shelf on Where the Rekohu Bone Sings (2014)
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Frankie McMillan
Frankie is a short story writer and poet. Her short story collection,
The Bag Lady’s Picnic and other stories, was published in 2001 and first
poetry collection, Dressing for the Cannibals in 2009. In 2005 Frankie was
awarded the Creative New Todd Bursary. Her work was selected for
two consecutive years for Best NZ Fiction anthologies (2008 and 2009)
and Best New Zealand Poems in both 2013 and 2015. She has been a
recipient of the Ursula Bethell writing residency at Canterbury University
(2014). Other awards include winner of the New Zealand Poetry
Society International Poetry Competition (2009) and winner of the
New Zealand Flash Fiction Competition (2013 and 2015). Frankie
currently teaches at the Hagley Writers’ Institute in Christchurch.

Experience and Interests
Frankie is interested in flash fiction and poetry. In 2016 she attended the Christchurch WORD festival
as panel member, and took a workshop on flash fiction. She also presented a paper on flash fiction in
New Zealand at the 14th International Short Story Conference in Shanghai.
Availability/Restrictions
On a residency until June but available thereafter.
Links
ANZL bio page
Audio: Radio NZ poetry reading (2016)
Audio: Radio NZ interview discussing flash fiction and playful poetry (2013)
Contact
universitypress@canterbury.ac.nz
frankiepara@yahoo.co.nz
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RECENT WORK: My Mother and the Hungarians and other

small fictions (Short Short Fiction Collection)
PUBLISHER: Canterbury University Press
DOP: September 2016

In this new collection of short short fiction from Frankie McMillan,
family relationships and the experience of refugees in 1950s
New Zealand are explored through exaggeration, humour and surreal
eddies of simile and metaphor that broaden the pieces out to look
askance at politics, culture and history. These compressed, often comic,
capsules of narrative convey a rich sense of family connection, of the
lives of Hungarian immigrants to New Zealand and also of a child’s
evolving self-awareness in a fractured, yet still enchanting, world.

‘There is a clarity in her writing, a mustering of strange and delightful detail. It feels unbearably apt to be reading
behind the lines of the refugees. Disconcerting. Moving.’
New Zealand Poetry Shelf on My Mother and the Hungarians and other small fictions (2016)
‘My Mother and the Hungarians and other small fictions is a series of deceptively brief but satisfying stories, small
but perfectly formed.’
The New Zealand Listener on My Mother and the Hungarians and other small fictions (2016)
The ‘most startling poetry book I have read for years’.
Glasgow Review of Books on There are no horses in heaven (2015)
‘Frankie McMillan is our maestro of flash fiction.’
Owen Marshall
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Kelly Ana Morey
Kelly Ana Morey is an award-winning fiction and non-fiction writer. She
has published four novels, poems, numerous short stories, a childhood
memoir and three social histories. Of Ngati Kuri, Te Rarawa and Te
Aupouri descent, she spent much her childhood in Papua New Guinea. A
recipient of the Todd Young Writers’ Bursary (2003), that same year, her
first novel Bloom (Penguin, 2003) won the New Zealand Hubert Church
first novel prize. Her second, Grace is Gone (Penguin, 2004) was one of
only five finalists in the Kiriyama Award for Fiction (USA). In 2005, she
won the inaugural Janet Frame Award for Fiction. In 2014 Kelly Ana was
awarded the 2014 Māori Writer’s Residency at the Michael King Writers’
Centre. The resulting novel, Daylight Second, is her fifth.

Experience and Interests
Other than her latest novel Daylight Second, Kelly can discuss topics around her previous works, including
history novels and the process of turning real life into fiction, and the transforming power of the
imagination and the written word.
Availability/Restrictions
Available, the only restriction is unable to travel outside Australasia between May-September.
Links
ANZL Bio page
Youtube: Kelly discusses Daylight Second (Oct, 2016)
Contact
publicity@harpercollins.co.nz
kellyanamorey@yahoo.com
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RECENT WORK: Daylight Second (Novel)
PUBLISHER: Harper Collins
DOP: October 2016
Daylight Second is a novel about the Australian Depression-era
racehorse Phar Lap. Part richly imagined biography, part portrait of two
marriages, Daylight Second is the story of the people who knew Phar
Lap: his trainer Harry Telford and beloved strapper Tommy Woodcock,
and the two very different women who would become their wives. This
extraordinary novel by one of New Zealand’s most audacious writers,
brings to life the excitement of the track, the highs and lows of the
racing game, and the challenges faced by urban working-class Australians
between the wars.

‘So how do you write a new novel about a horse whose legend is already so well known? Kelly Ana Morey’s
answer is to be methodical, to stick with the historical record where the horse’s running career is concerned,
and to scrupulously avoid patronising the reader. Daylight Second is easily one of the best popular novels
produced in New Zealand this year. Part of its power lies in the way Morey dodges some tempting pitfalls.’
The New Zealand Listener on Daylight Second (2016)
‘Her dialogue is spot-on, her observations keen-eyed and keen-eared: she homes in with sharp-tongued wit.’
The New Zealand Listener on Daylight Second (2016)
‘But no-one else could have written about the racing world the way that Morey has, and it’s got nothing to do
with the meticulous research or lovingly described table settings from the 1930s. It’s the intuition she has for
the inner world of animals and the way our humanness is revealed by them.’
The Spin-Off on Daylight Second (2016)
‘It is the perfect plot, sensational but somehow satisfying, where victory is achieved by a struggle mingled with
tragic mystery.’
The Dominion Post on Daylight Second (2016)
‘Morey is a craftswoman, a spinner of tales, and a weaver of secrets.’
Massive Magazine (2016)
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Emma Neale
Emma has published five novels and five poetry collections. Her work
has featured in more than 30 magazines, newspapers and journals, and
several anthologies. Emma has held the Todd/Creative New Zealand
New Writer’s Bursary and received the inaugural Janet Frame/NZSA
Memorial Prize for Literature (2008). Her novel Fosterling (2011) was
short listed for the youth category of the Sir Julius Vogel Award and
her fourth poetry collection The Truth Garden (2011) won the Kathleen
Grattan Award for poetry the same year. Her poetry has been short
listed for the inaugural Sarah Broom Poetry Award (2014) and selected
for Best New Zealand Poems (2002, 2007, 2009 and 2014). She has been
a University of Otago Burns Fellow, a University of Otago/Sir James
Wallace Pah Homestead Fellow and a recipient of the Beatson/NZSA
Fellowship. Her fifth collection, Tender Machines, was long listed for the
Ockham New Zealand Book Awards (2016).

Experience and Interests
Emma worked for ten years as editor then senior editor for Longacre Press. She now freelances for
local and overseas publishers, and on alternate years, runs a poetry workshop paper at the University
of Otago. Emma is available to discuss her work, perform poetry readings and take workshops. She has
attended the Auckland (2014) and Christchurch (2016) festivals.
Availability/Restrictions
All year, no restrictions.
Links
ANZL bio page
Emma’s website
Youtube: Interview discussing Billy Bird (Nov, 2016)
Contact
information@penguinrandomhouse.co.nz
nealeemmaj@gmail.com
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RECENT WORK: Billy Bird (Novel)
PUBLISHER: Penguin Random House New Zealand
DOP: August 2016
Moving, insightful, lyrical and also at times very funny, this novel about
a boy who, after a terrible accident, thinks he is a bird, is a supple and
disarmingly frank exploration of parenthood. It’s also a novel about
communication and language. With playfulness, yet also unforgettably
poignant, this novel will unstitch – and then mend – your heart several
times over.

‘Neale has mined the middle-class New Zealand family for all its domestic charm and quirks – the language, the
rhythms and the routine of domesticity … Most winningly, Billy Bird is a serious novel driven by humour. Not
humour as an afterthought or employed for occasional levity, but as the very essence of the book, its pulse and
its heart.’
The New Zealand Listener on Billy Bird (2016)
‘Neale writes convincingly about loss and its aftermath: about the complexities of grief, the overwhelming
burden of guilt, and how blind family and friends can be to each other’s suffering when they are swamped by
their own pain.’
Otago Daily Times on Billy Bird (2016)
‘Whether it’s the fraught story of sibling loss underpinning her second novel Little Moon (Vintage, 2001), her
poetry collection about motherhood and creativity, Spark (Steele Roberts, 2009) or the anthology, Swings +
Roundabouts: Poems about Parenting, (Vintage, 2008), she’s long explored the joys and ordeals of being and
caring for a child.’
Sunday Star-Times on Billy Bird (2016)
‘Fosterling is testament to her virtuosity with words. She writes with intelligence, heart and a poet’s lyricism.’
The New Zealand Herald on Fosterling (2011)
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Vivienne Plumb
Dr Vivienne Plumb is of both Australian and New Zealand heritage. She
is a Wellington-based (NZ) writer producing fiction, poetry and drama
and has published over fifteen books since she began writing in 1990.
She has also written commissioned plays for Circa Theatre, the Auckland
Theatre Company and Young and Hungry Festival. She has acted as a
judge for many New Zealand poetry competitions. Vivienne has been
the recipient of a number of awards, including the Sargeson Fellowship,
the Hubert Church Prose Award, the Bruce Mason Playwrighting Award,
and a University of Iowa residency (USA). In 2013 her play The Cape
was translated and published in Poland by ADiT, Warsaw. She lives in
Wellington and has a Doctorate of Creative Arts from University of
Wollongong, Australia.

Reading at split/fountain in front of a wall drawing by Glenn Otto.
Image by Ry Tweedie-Cullen, courtesy of split/fountain, 2016.

Experience and Interests
Vivienne originally trained and worked as an actor, so feels relaxed in front of an audience. She
teaches creative writing classes, workshops, and mentoring in poetry, fiction and drama. She is very
knowledgeable about New Zealand literature. She has participated in a number of overseas literary
festivals including Ireland, Slovenia, America, Australia and Greece.
Availability/Restrictions
Tba.
Links
ANZL bio page
Audio: Radio NZ interview (2011)
Contact
hello@splitfountain.org
vivplumb@gmail.com
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RECENT WORK: As Much Gold as an Ass Could Carry with

illustrations by Glenn Otto (Compendium)
PUBLISHER: Split/Fountain
DOP: February 2016

Vivienne Plumb creates through the written word, Glenn Otto through
line; this book combines their two narratives. The image/text conflation
moves between form over meaning, and meaning over form. Otto’s
exuberant gestures interact with Plumb’s luminous humour, as if two
performers are present on the page together. As Much Gold as an Ass
Could Carry showcases Plumb’s poetry, fiction and drama from a twentyyear literary career. Within these large, funny, barbed, affecting themes,
the power of the social construct – of what it means to be female -- – is
laid bare. Otto’s graphic wit ornaments and underwrites Plumb’s written
traceries. This collaboration between artist and writer was initiated by
split/fountain, as part of their ongoing engagement with publishing as a
performative act.

‘[This is] deliciously fablesque – a poem that would fit perfectly in Italo Calvino’s mammoth and brilliant
collection of Italian folk tales … Vivienne’s poem has the momentum and structure of a folk tale where the
morals and messages lurk in the seams. You have, for example, to keep your eye on the world, on the small
details in order to nourish the bigger picture.’
The New Zealand Poetry Shelf on As Much Gold as an Ass Could Carry (2016)
‘What drives ‘The Glove Box’ as well as most of the other stories in Plumb’s collection, is a sense of emotional
doggedness, a persistence that suggests that everything matters. I believe this is how fiction behaves at its finest,
instilling in us the hope that in spite of the worst life levels at us – calamity, entropy, death – it all counts, even a
tin of old buttons.’
Landfall Review on The Glove Box and Other Stories (2014)
‘Plumb has scripted the characters, ethos and argot of her late son’s generation with extraordinary accuracy.
With the sure hand of a seasoned writer she has ensured each character has a past and future that meet in the
present to clear dramatic effect, so that all their sound and fury will finally signify something.’
Theatre Review Online on The Cape (2013)
‘Plumb has a particular facility for a kind of intensely sensuous description that almost overwhelms.’
The New Zealand Listener (2004)
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Elizabeth Smither
Elizabeth is a New Zealand literary icon, in both fiction and poetry. A
versatile writer, she has published widely in Australia, UK and USA, with
eighteen poetry collections, five novels, five short story collections and
two volumes of journals. Her numerous accolades include the Poetry
Section of the New Zealand Book Awards (1990), the Montana New
Zealand Book Award for Poetry (2000), the prestigious Prime Minister’s
Award for Literary Achievement (2008) and most recently the 2016
Sarah Broom Prize. Elizabeth is a Member of the New Zealand Order
of Merit (2001) and was named New Zealand’s first female Te Mata
New Zealand Poet Laureate (2001-3).

Elizabeth at 2016 Auckland Festival.

Experience and Interests
Elizabeth is an experienced festival author, including appearances at both Auckland and Wellington in the
last four years (two appearances at each). She can discuss work, poetry, has been a mentor for many
years and can take poetry workshops or offer individual tuition.
Availability/Restrictions
Anytime, no restrictions.
Links
ANZL bio page
Penguin Books author page
Auckland University Press author page
ANZL interview by David Hill (Sept, 2016)
Booksellers NZ article following 2016 Sarah Broom Prize (May, 2016)
Audio: Radio NZ interview (July, 2013)
Youtube: Festival interview (4mins, 2010)
Contact
press@auckland.ac.nz
elizabethsmither@xtra.co.nz
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RECENT WORK: Night Horse (Poetry Collection)
PUBLISHER: Auckland University Press
DOP: Early 2017
Elizabeth Smither’s Night Horse is her eighteenth collection of poetry.
Night Horse contains 60 new poems. The title poem describes a
horse called Alice wearing a coat and eye mask moving mysteriously
in a misty field at midnight with something of the appearance of a
Sienese horse. Other animals appear but the subject range is wide:
portraits of friends, family events, grandchildren, music and landscape.

A selection of previous titles.

‘Smither has so perfected her craft that the poems now seem effortless … that of a wry and ever-attentive
observer wearing her learning lightly … She has a painterly eye for shape and colour, and often the poems
themselves aspire to painting.’
Landfall Review on The Blue Coat (2013)
‘The Commonplace Book: A Writer’s Journey Through Quotations is pure delight from start to finish. Just as Smither’s
poems stem from the careful reflection that comes deep from within, the three commonplace books from
which she selects this material also have a cohesion that dispels any idea of mere, random miscellany …
Searching for her daily epiphanies, recollected memory leads Smither to a beloved poem, the visit of a friend,
a shared meal or a memorable conversation. We journey with her from Rainer Maria Rilke, to Mary Elizabeth
Coleridge, to the operatic society where she joins a “Pensioners’ and Poverty” party … This is an archive of
thoughtful browsing, reflecting moods of comfort, contentment or sheer pleasure. Always there is the sense
of a writer at work whose wise sensibility is deeply experienced, inspired, for whom writing is an everyday
mysterious joy. This is an unmissable literary gem.’
The New Zealand Listener on The Commonplace Book (2011)
‘In Smither’s poems, the simplest details can be trapdoors to eternity – to “take in life” can be a promise or a
threat.’
Hugh Roberts (2007)
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C. K. Stead
One of New Zealand’s foremost literary figures, Karl Stead is a
distinguished, award-winning novelist, literary critic, poet, essayist and
Emeritus Professor of English of the University of Auckland. He is the
current New Zealand Poet Laureate, has won the Prime Minister’s
Award for Literature, and is a Member of the Order of New Zealand,
the highest honour possible in New Zealand.

Experience and Interests
Karl can discuss poetry, major figures in New Zealand literature including Katherine Mansfield, writing
fiction, and his own work. He has national and international festival experience and most recently was
the Auckland Writers Festival ‘Honoured Writer’ for 2015 and Christchurch Festival 2016.
Availability/Restrictions
Available, no restrictions.
Links
ANZL bio page
Youtube: Interview at Frankfurt 2012
Youtube: Poetry Reading at Medellin International Poetry Festival
Contact
www.allenandunwin.co.nz/contactus
ckstead1@xtra.co.nz
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RECENT WORK: The name on the door is not mine

(Short Story Collection)

PUBLISHER: Allen & Unwin
DOP: March 2017
A striking new collection of accessible yet elegant stories from literary
giant and master craftsman C K Stead. Gathered from throughout
Stead’s career, these stories are a reminder of his deft storytelling and
literary power. They are clever, sensual, wry and beautifully written, with
Stead’s subtle sense of humour evident at every turn. The collection can
be read as a meditation on the writerly life, and includes a number of
new, previously unpublished stories, including ‘Last Season’s Man’, which
won the Sunday Times EFG Short Story Award, as well as older stories
that have been revised and rewritten.
Set in locations as diverse as the South of France, Sydney, Zagreb,
Auckland, San Francisco and Oxford, each story is vividly drawn and
stays with you long after reading. This extraordinary collection, along
with Stead’s appointment as New Zealand Poet Laureate, confirms his
position as one of our most exceptionally talented writers.

‘It is a testament to the place of Stead in our literary landscape.’
Radio New Zealand on The Name on the Door is Not Mine (2016)
‘These 12 stories, written between the 1960s and this decade, can seem like amusing provocations of his critics,
and not just the literary ones but those who took exception to Stead’s position, in the 1980s and 1990s more
than now, as a stern opponent of intellectual faddishness … The writing is elegant throughout. It feels unforced,
often funny, nearly always intelligent. As meditations on Stead’s interests in literature, politics and identity, the
stories add up to a fascinating and original project.’
The Spin-Off on The Name on the Door is Not Mine (2016)
‘He has an ear for words that capture the stillness, startle you, draw you deeper into his own contemplation
and make music of the land.’
The New Zealand Herald on The Yellow Buoy: Poems 2007-2012 (2012)
‘Stead’s deft marshalling of the language, the way he gets words to do his bidding throughout without ever
being obvious or showing off, only adds to the pleasure of reading this thought-provoking, witty and highly
topical novel.’
The Daily Telegraph on My Name was Judas (2006)
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Ian Wedde
Ian Wedde is the author of seven novels, 15 collections of poetry,
a collection of stories, two books of essays, a memoir, several art
catalogues and a monograph on the artist Bill Culbert; his edited work
includes two Penguin anthologies of poetry. He is the recipient of well
over 30 major awards, including New Zealand Poet Laureate from
(2011-2013), and Officer of the Said Order (ONZM) in the Queen’s
Birthday honours list (2010). He has been awarded 14 grants, fellowships
and residences, most recently the Prime Minister’s Award for Literary
Achievement for Poetry (2014) and Creative New Zealand Writer
in Residence-in-Berlin (2013-14). He was a poetry critic for London
Magazine, art critic for the Evening Post, Wellington, and Head of Art
and Visual Culture at the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.
He was also an adjunct senior lecturer in Art History and English at the
University of Auckland.

Experience and Interests
Ian has attended around 120 festivals and literary events nationally and internationally, in numerous
capacities. He writes poetry, fiction, and essays – mostly about art . He is interested in talking about how
these genres may or may not differ.
Availability/Restrictions
All 2017 except February, no restrictions.
Links
ANZL bio page
Victoria University Press author page
Audio: Radio NZ interview (2014)
Audio: Radio NZ interview (2013)
Contact
press@auckland.ac.nz
ian.wedde@icloud.com
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RECENT WORK: Selected Poems 1971-2013

(Poetry Collection)

PUBLISHER: Auckland University Press
DOP: April 2017
Ian Wedde was New Zealand’s poet laureate 2011-2013 and was
awarded the Prime Minister’s Award for Literary Achievement (poetry)
in 2014. This book includes poems from 14 collections published
between 1971 and 2013, with an emphasis on the longer sequences
such as ‘Homage to Matisse’ (1971), ‘Earthly Sonnets for Carlos’ (1975),
‘Pathway to the Sea’ (1975), ‘The Commonplace Odes’ (2001), ‘A Hymn
to Beauty: Days of a Year’ (2005), ‘Letter to Peter McLeavey’ (2005) and
‘The Lifeguard’ (2013). They have been written in many different places
including New Zealand, Jordan and Syria, England, the USA, Germany
and France.

‘Wedde can find linguistic elegance, or at least interest, in real estate ads and racing reports, the banalities
and revelations of dialogue, a sardonic Catechism of Cliches … Emotionally authentic and technically nearconsummate … you can bet on Trifecta’s success.’
The New Zealand Herald on Trifecta (2015)
‘This is not one of those writer’s memoirs that says: here is how I became the resplendent creature I am today.
It is too multi-faceted, too in love with the world, you might say, to serve such a purpose.’
Landfall 229 on The Grass Catcher: A Digression about Home (2014)
‘Wedde’s poetry is steered by an intellectual fascination with the world, but the poems are never shuttered in
a way that prevents reader engagement … His lines generate the music we associate with lyric poetry, and his
heart draws the reader in, along with a generous scattering of sensual detail.’
The New Zealand Poetry Shelf (2013)
‘The Catastrophe is very tightly written, as you’d expect from a writer of Wedde’s class.’
The New Zealand Listener on The Catastrophe (2011)
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